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Introduction
ABSTRACT: Given its relative ease, screening the entire
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) for heteroplasmic or
novel homoplasmic mutations has become part of the
routine diagnostic workup for the molecular geneticist
confronted with a disease case exhibiting clinical and
biochemical features of mitochondrial dysfunction. ‘‘Novelty’’ of a given mtDNA variant is most often equated
with nonregistration in the extensive MITOMAP database (www.mitomap.org). This practice has led to a
number of spurious findings and wrong conclusions
concerning the pathogenic status of specific mtDNA
mutations, especially in the absence of proper evaluation
and pathogenicity scoring. We demonstrate by way of real
cases targeting the mt-tRNACys (MT-TC) gene and a
stretch within the MT-ND3 gene, that a straightforward
Google search can identify twice as many previously
observed mutations than any MITOMAP query could
achieve. Further, we reassess the recent rediscovery of
m.15287T4C by listing all known occurrences and,
where possible, providing the haplogroup context, shedding new light on the potential pathogenicity status of
m.15287T4C.
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The mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is limited in size, therefore—after two decades of intensive mtDNA research—the
discovery of really new, hitherto unobserved mtDNA mutations
should have become a somewhat less frequent occurrence.
Nevertheless, the number of mtDNA mutations with claimed
‘‘novelty’’ seem to grow considerably. This is mainly due to the fact
that ‘‘novelty’’ status is exaggerated, so that an infrequent
mutation may be discovered de novo and consequently regarded
as ‘‘pathogenic’’ multiple times, without proper functional
analysis. Despite the availability of many online resources, a
number of scholars of human mitochondrial genetic disorders still
confine their search to a single Web resource—the MITOMAP
database (www.mitomap.org) [Brandon et al., 2005], without
recourse to a large number of complete mtDNAs from published
sources (that are not necessarily indexed by MITOMAP). The
phylogenetic content of 44,300 mtDNA entire coding-region
sequences, mainly (but not exclusively) drawn from healthy
individuals worldwide, is then often largely left untapped.
However, as emphasized in Bandelt et al. [2006b], it would take
only a few Internet searches to obtain pertinent information about
any targeted variation.
There are many lacunae in the MITOMAP presentation of
mtDNA variation [Bandelt et al., 2006b, 2008]. As an extreme
example, the deletion 2395del in the MT-RNR2 gene (MIM]
561010), which is characteristic of the major African haplogroup
L1c [Quintana-Murci et al., 2008], is represented by 41% of the
lineages in the mtDB database (www.genpat.uu.se/mtDB) as well
as on Ian Logan’s website (www.ianlogan.co.uk/mtDNA.htm).
Thus, this mutation would be hard to miss when analyzing the
entire mtDNA of, say, individuals from the U.S. Nonetheless, this
mutation is not yet registered in MITOMAP, although the huge
MITOMAP tree (www.mitomap.org/mitomap-phylogeny.pdf) includes this deletion along the branch to L1c. One cannot expect,
however, that a clinician with little interest or insight into the
mtDNA phylogeny would take notice of this tree, let alone consult
this tree in detail. On the other hand, the information recorded in
that tree is not fully reliable and would need cross-comparisons
with the original sources [Bandelt et al., 2008]. For example, the
haplogroup L2 mutation m.2416T4C has also been shunted into
a specific haplogroup L0a2a lineage by misediting of the
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information provided in Figure 2 of Torroni et al. [2001]. It seems
that supplementary Internet searches may help to balance the
information retrieved from MITOMAP.
In this article, we show, using specific examples, how systematic
literature searches and phylogenetic considerations can guide the
judgment of potential pathogenicity for mtDNA mutations and
pave the ground for subsequent focused studies and functional
analyses.

Methods and Results
Variation in a Stretch of the MT-ND3 Gene (MIM] 516002)
The recent rediscovery of the m.10197G4A mutation [Chae
et al., 2007] and its iterated labeling as ‘‘novel’’ [Sarzi et al., 2007]
constitutes a paradigmatic case. m.10197G4A has long since been
known as a rare private mutation, possibly first discovered in an
African haplogroup L3h lineage (GenBank accession number
AF347000), published in 2000 [Ingman et al., 2000]; see Bandelt
et al. [2006a] for a phylogenetic display of Ingman et al. [2000]
data. Moreover, this mutation also occurs in a haplogroup V
lineage (GenBank accession number AY195781), published in
2003 [Mishmar et al., 2003]. Then, in 2004, this mutation was first
mentioned in the context of human mitochondrial disease [Kirby
et al., 2004].
The mutation m.10197G4A was originally dismissed as a
pathogenic mutation because it was seemingly shared by a whole
cohort of 22 patients of Polynesian origin whose mtDNAs bore the
so-called Polynesian motif (from haplogroup B) [Kirby et al., 2004].
Using current terminology, these lineages were thus asserted to
belong to the ‘‘16247 branch’’ of haplogroup B4a1a1, which is
characterized by m.14022A4G [Trejaut et al., 2005]. The fact that
m.12239C4T and m.15746A4G (both signifying haplogroup
B4a1a) were also observed in all those mtDNA lineages further
confirmed this haplogroup affiliation. However, none of the
currently available 12 complete mtDNA sequences having the
m.14022A4G and m.16247A4G variants bear m.10197G4A,
which can all be retrieved from the human mitochondrial genome
database mtDB. Thus, with the phylogenetic knowledge of today,
the findings of Kirby et al. [2004] would warrant re-examination. In
fact, the positive signal for m.10197G4A in 21 out of 22 Polynesian
samples turned out to be a PCR-RFLP artifact (David Thorburn,
personal communication).
Interestingly, MITOMAP queried for ‘‘G10197A’’ does not
provide any information but does for ‘‘10197G4A’’ (in the
notation following the HGVS guidelines; www.hgvs.org/mutnomen/refseq.html]mtDNA) or ‘‘10197’’ (i.e., without the nucleotide circumfix). Three references are reported for ‘‘10197’’ but
only a subset of two for ‘‘10197G4A.’’ This would suggest that
there is not a fully consistent recording of mtDNA mutations in
MITOMAP yet (see also below). MITOMAP classifies
m.10197G4A as a ‘‘confirmed’’ Leigh dystonia mutation, listing
later papers [Chae et al., 2007; Sarzi et al., 2007] for reference but
not the earlier sources. Examples of such patchy citation outcomes
have been reported before concerning MITOMAP searches
[Bandelt et al., 2006b]. The unbalanced citation scheme can also
be seen in context with the mutations m.10197G4A,
m.12239C4T, and m.15746A4G discussed by Kirby et al.
[2004]. The reference to Sarzi et al. [2007] is given in all three
cases, although the latter two mutations get only mentioned
through citation of the Kirby et al. [2004] work and the statement
that those two mutations were not observed in the three families
under investigation [Sarzi et al., 2007]. However, the original work
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by Kirby et al. [2004] is not cited on MITOMAP. On the other
hand, searching with ‘‘15746’’ also retrieves a reference to
Brandstätter et al. [2005], in which this mutation does not occur
at all. Note that queries of the form ‘‘12239C4T’’ or
‘‘15746A4G’’ do not meet success.
Entering the query ‘‘G10197A mtDNA’’ to Google yields five
hits, viz. to Chae et al. [2007] (only through MITOMAP), Kirby
et al. [2004], Sarzi et al. [2007], and Mishmar et al. [2003] (twice).
In contrast, the query ‘‘10197 mtDNA’’ results in 152 multiple
citations, whereas the query ‘‘10197G4A’’ is somewhat more
specific, providing only 61 multiple hits. These queries were all
performed on 20 March 2008. Now, two months later, at revision,
we retrieved more than 600 and 400 citations, respectively. For a
new Google search with ‘‘G10197A mtDNA’’ we were provided
with two additional references, one to Ingman et al. [2000]
(through Ian Logan’s website) and another one to Wang et al.
[2006]. Thus, it clearly pays off to update searches for specific
mutations of interest.
Google searches slightly depend on the versions used; countryspecific Google engineering can yield different outcomes for the
same query [Bandelt et al., 2006b]. Moreover, one should be aware
of the syntactic rules of Google searches that would essentially give
the same results for queries ‘‘10197G4A mtDNA,’’ ‘‘10197G 4 A
mtDNA’’ (with spacing), ‘‘10197G A mtDNA,’’ and ‘‘10197G
mtDNA.’’ These queries then provide further references: one
review article [Wong, 2007] and two research abstracts [Steffann
et al., 2007; Tchikviladzé et al., 2007]. Google Scholar searches do
not provide any further information: with ‘‘G10197A mtDNA’’ we
are led to Chae et al. [2007] and Kirby et al. [2004]; with
‘‘10197G4A mtDNA’’ we get Chae et al. [2007], Sarzi et al.
[2007], and Tchikviladzé et al. [2007], whereas the somewhat too
unspecific query ‘‘10197 mtDNA’’ is not useful in the case of
Google Scholar.
To test how efficient a straightforward Google search is in
detecting publications that report some (partial) variation, we
entered queries of the type ‘‘G10197A mtDNA’’ for all possible
mutations in a 33-bp fragment centered at 10197. We distinguished whether the Google search led to mtDNA lineages from
population genetics databases or from some disease studies.
Moreover, we checked the mtDB and MITOMAP for corresponding information. In the case of MITOMAP, we entered a query in
two ways, with and without the circumfix of nucleotides, such as
‘‘G10197A’’ and alternatively as ‘‘10197.’’ As can be seen from
Table 1 (summarizing the search results from 20 March 2008),
MITOMAP is only half as effective compared to Google in tracing
publications mentioning a particular mutation. When taking the
mtDB and MITOMAP databases together as the only sources of
information, 4 out of 17 mutations remain undiscovered, whereas
the standard Google search misses just a single instance.

Variation in the mt-tRNACys (MT-TC) Gene (MIM] 590020)
The mt-tRNACys (MT-TC) gene (5761–5826), encoded on the
H-strand, bears more than two dozen variants (Table 2), most of
which occur in the general population, as testified by mtDNA
population studies. Since the gene is encoded on the H-strand,
there is a risk of confusion whether the nucleotides are read with
respect to the L-strand or the H-strand. This, in particular,
concerns some of the ‘‘popular’’ mutations such as ‘‘T5814C,’’
which is more often recorded as ‘‘A5814G’’: a Google search for
the former gave 90 results whereas a Google search for the latter
gave as many as 216 results. The corresponding two queries to
MITOMAP both yielded references, albeit disjoint ones: Sternberg

Table 1.

Variation in a 33-bp Fragment (10181–10213) of the
MT-ND3 Gene Seen Through the Lenses of Web-Based
Searches

Variant for
query
C10181T
C10184T
C10184G
T10187C
A10188G
A10190G
T10191C
C10192T
C10192A
C10196T
G10197A
G10197C
C10199T
C10202T
G10203A
T10208C
C10211T

Google:
population context
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Google: disease
context
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Table 2.

Variation in the 66-bp MT-TC Gene (5761–5826)
Through the Lenses of Web-Based Searches

Variant for
query
mtDB
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Google:
population context

Google: disease
context

mtDB

MITOMAP

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Nob
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Noa
Yes
Yes
Noa
Noa
Yes
Yes
Yes
Noa
Yes
No
No
Noa
Yes
Noa
Yes
Noa
Yes
Noa
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Noa
Noa
Yes
Yes

MITOMAP
Yes
No
Yes
No
Noa
Noa
Yes
Yes
Noa
No
Yes
Yes
Noa
Noa
No
Noa
Yes

The variants were listed in a format for Google search, e.g., mutation C10181 T

should be presented as 10181C4T and m.10181C4T according to the ‘‘traditional’’
and ‘‘approved’’ formats for mutation nomenclature, respectively (HGVS nomenclature guidelines: www.hgvs.org/mutnomen/refseq.html]mtDNA). For mtDB query,
one only needs the position, e.g., query 10197 for mutation m.10197G4A. For
MITOMAP query, we performed all kinds of queries as exemplified by mutation
m.10197G4A in the text. The searches were performed on 20 March 2008.
a
Inaccessible through the query option of MITOMAP but included in the MITOMAP
tree.

G5772A
G5773A
T5774C
T5774A
G5777A
G5780A
G5783A
T5785C
T5786C
T5788C
C5790A
T5794C
A5805G
T5806C
G5809A
A5811G
A5813G
T5814C
T5814A
A5816G
C5817T
G5820A
G5821A
G5822A
A5823G
G5824A
T5826C

The searches were performed on 20 March 2008; see the note in Table 1 for

et al. [2001] for the former and Manfredi et al. [1996] and
Santorelli et al. [1997] for the latter.
The total results of Google, mtDB, and MITOMAP searches for
variants (scored with respect to the L-strand) in the MT-TC gene
(performed 20 March 2008) are shown in Table 2. Only about half
of all variants were registered in MITOMAP and, in contrast, all
but one (‘‘T5785C’’) published variant were recognized by Google.
If ‘‘5785 mtDNA’’ had been entered instead, then this particular
case would also have been retrieved from Google (with reference
to MITOMAP). The population database hits have all been
obtained through the website of Ian Logan, to which one is
directed via Google.
There are three frequent variants shared by major haplogroups
in the mtDNA phylogeny: m.5773G4A (in the L-strand origin),
m.5814T4C, and m.5821G4A. None of these mutations is well
conserved in mammals; see Figure 2 of Kivisild et al. [2006]. Each
of these three variants occur at least 10 times in the entire codingregion sequences registered in mtDB. In fact, those three
mutations appear multiple times in the human mtDNA phylogeny
and, in particular, enter the characteristic motif of several major
haplogroups, such as the African haplogroups L2b (m.5814T4C)
and L3b (m.5773G4A), the East Asian haplogroups A5a1a, D4i1,
and M13 (m.5773G4A), and the Native American haplogroup
D1a (m.5821G4A). For most tRNA genes only one site, such as
m.5773G4A was seen to be polymorphic in the Finnish
population, without disease status [Vilmi et al., 2005].
In MITOMAP, both m.5773G4A and m.5821G4A are listed
under the heading ‘‘Coding & RNA Polymorphisms’’ with the
appropriate references. m.5814T4C is found in the list ‘‘Reported
Mitochondrial DNA Base Substitution Diseases: rRNA/tRNA
mutations’’ and, surprisingly, regarded as a confirmed disease

additional information regarding the mutation nomenclature and the format for
mutation query.
Inaccessible through the query option of MITOMAP but included in the MITOMAP
tree.
b
Retrievable via the query ‘‘5785T4C mtDNA.’’
a

mutation for mitochondrial encephalopathy, with reference to the
three studies [Santorelli et al., 1997; Sternberg et al., 1998, 2001].
Somewhat confusingly, the same mutation is also listed in
‘‘Clinical Phenotypes (non-LHON) Associated with mtDNA
rRNA & tRNA Mutations’’ with provisional status (‘‘not yet
confirmed by multiple labs’’), with two references [Manfredi et al.,
1996; Sternberg et al., 1998].
The m.5773G4A mutation seems to have been reported first by
Jaksch et al. [2001] and Maca-Meyer et al. [2001]. Subsequently, it
was rediscovered as a ‘‘novel’’ pathogenic mutation in Sato et al.
[2003]. Later, this mutation was declared a ‘‘novel polymorphism’’
albeit with unclear functional significance [Jacobs et al., 2005].
Those disease studies did not disclose to which haplogroup the
m.5773G4A carriers belonged. In Europe, mtDNAs with
m.5773G4A could well be members of some small sub-branch
of either haplogroup J1c1 (also represented by one patient from
Sonnenschein [2006]) or K1a2.
The m.5821G4A mutation was first (according to MITOMAP)
observed in a case (HCM P-2) of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy by
Ozawa et al. [1991]. This mtDNA lineage belongs to haplogroup
D4b1a and shares m.5821G4A with another D4b1a lineage
NDsq0101 from Tanaka et al. [2004], from which this variant
might define a minor branch of D4b1a. This mutation was found
several times by Wong et al. [2002], mostly in the heteroplasmic
state; preliminary results had already been announced at a meeting
in 1998 (www-lecb.ncifcrf.gov/zullo/mitominiDB/1998NIHMiHUMAN MUTATION, Vol. 30, No. 2, 191–196, 2009
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to.html), in which pathogenicity of m.5821G4A was explicitly
suggested. Later, this mutation was detected in the mtDNA of
Patient BJ105 [Zhao et al., 2005], which is closely related to a
particular haplogroup C lineage found by Kong et al. [2003] (see
also Yao et al. [2006]). It was claimed in Young et al. [2006] that
the presence of this mutation (as well as others) would influence
the penetrance of hearing loss.

Is m.15287T4C Mildly Deleterious?
Most recently, the mutation m.15287T4C in the cytochrome b
(MT-CYB; MIM] 516020) gene has been declared to be ‘‘novel’’
[Ballana et al., 2008]. The query ‘‘T15287C’’ to MITOMAP leads
to no reference but ‘‘15287’’ does: this mutation is judged as a
coding-region polymorphism with reference to Janssen et al.
[2006], in which this mutation was found on a haplogroup I
background in a family with diabetes and deafness (GenBank
accession number AY245555). A closely related coding-region
sequence (accession number DQ112955) has been published by
Kivisild et al. [2006]. The mutations in the coding region shared
by both haplogroup I lineages are m.3645T4C, m.3915G4A,
m.6116A4G, m.7804A4G, and m.15287T4C, which thus seem

to define a novel infrequent sub-branch of haplogroup I (Fig. 1)
[Derenko et al., 2007].
Interestingly, m.15287T4C was also found earlier in a patient
with a mitochondrial disorder, together with m.9205-9206del,
m.9335C4T, m.11362A4G, m.12822A4G, and m.15705T4C
[Chrzanowska-Lightowlers et al., 2004]. The three variants
m.9335C4T, m.11362A4G, and m.12822A4G (deemed in
Chrzanowska-Lightowlers et al. [2004] to be novel at the time)
point to haplogroup N1b1 [Maca-Meyer et al., 2001; Mishmar
et al., 2003]. The entire mtDNA variation of this lineage is
displayed in Figure 1. In contrast, the occurrence of m.15287T4C
in the affected Spanish family in Ballana et al. [2008] was in a
particular branch of haplogroup H6a [Achilli et al., 2004], but the
pathogenicity status of m.15287T4C was rather left open [Ballana
et al., 2008]. Four more mtDNA sequences also bear
m.15287T4C, which all belong to haplogroup M5a (DQ112875
[Kivisild et al., 2006], AY922289 [Sun et al., 2006], and EF583176
and PL173 [Malyarchuk et al., 2008]).
The mutation m.15287T4C was also found in a child (Patient E)
with oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) deficiency in skeletal
muscle [Hinttala et al., 2006; Hinttala, 2007]. The corresponding
mtDNA lineage belongs to a specific branch of haplogroup U6a2,

Figure 1. The mtDNA phylogeny of mtDNA lineages bearing m.15287T4C and their closest relatives lacking this variant. All mutations are
transitions relative to rCRS, unless suffixes (A, G, C, T, or 1, del, respectively) indicate transversions or indels; 5731Cs means a variable number
of cytosines can be inserted at this site; length variability around 310, such as 3091C, 3091CC, is not recorded; all recurrent mutations are
underlined and any back mutation is prefixed with @. Patients III3 and III4 are from Ballana et al. [2008]; sequence md9205 is from ChrzanowskaLightowlers et al. [2004] and contains a 2-bp microdeletion of mtDNA (md) that removed the two residues at or between the ends of MT-ATP6
and the MT-CO3 gene. Lineages EF657494, DQ112875, DQ112955, and DQ489505 miss the control-region information, and therefore control-region
mutations from sister branches may well occur in those mtDNA lineages as well. The names of haplogroups are given at the branching points or
along single branches.
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which has otherwise been sampled only in East Africa [Olivieri
et al., 2006]. Interestingly, the patient’s mtDNA bears only a single
coding-region mutation, viz. m.15287T4C, not recorded in the
closest East African near-match. Since the mtDNAs investigated in
Hinttala et al. [2006] and Hinttala [2007] were all collected at the
University Medical Centre in Nijmegen (The Netherlands)
without indicating ethnic background, Patient E may well have
an African matrilineal ancestry. It is not surprising that a rare
variant such as m.15287T4C found mainly outside Europe (e.g.,
in the Indian haplogroup M5a1), whether it is judged a benign
polymorphism or not, was not found in ‘‘the 617 control
sequences belonging to European haplogroups’’ [Hinttala et al.,
2006; Hinttala, 2007]. A similar caveat holds for the mutation
m.15851A4G found in Patient A (with an mtDNA belonging to
haplogroup K1) [Hinttala, 2007; Hinttala et al., 2006]: this
mutation is otherwise known to be characteristic of the entire East
Asian haplogroup B5b.
Curiously, 4 out of the 5 independent occurrences of
m.15287T4C are coupled with a synonymous mutation at
position 3915 or 3921. In these patients’ cases, mutations other
than m.15287T4C could contribute to the severity of the disease.
For instance, on haplogroup H6a1 the additional mtDNA
background of two patients (one with and one without
m.15287T4C; Fig. 1) encompasses the very rare mt-tRNAIle
variant m.4314T4C, which otherwise seems to have been
observed only once [Fraumene et al., 2006].
At present, one cannot firmly decide whether or not
m.15287T4C is a benign polymorphism. At least the occurrence
as a mutation characteristic of haplogroup-M5a1 and in a branch
of haplogroup I rules out a role as a high penetrance pathogenic
mutation. A general slight impoverishment of OXPHOS activity
incurred by this mutation alone (as might be suggested by the case
from Hinttala [2007] and Hinttala et al. [2006]) would still need
confirmation in healthy individuals from different haplogroups
bearing this mutation. To clarify whether, under diverse nuclear
backgrounds, mtDNAs belonging to these branches are impoverished in their function or not, further functional analyses would
be required.

Conclusion
There is a considerable temptation to label a mutation found in
some patients as ‘‘novel’’ if it is yet to be registered in MITOMAP.
This runs the risk of reinventing the wheel, since many mutations
repeatedly recorded in population or disease studies have not yet
found their way into this database. Extrapolating from our
screening of mutations in the MT-TC and a short fragment of the
MT-ND3 genes, the chances may be as low as 50% that a
particular mutation featured in some study gets actually
recognized by MITOMAP. These shortcomings would not
constitute a real problem if MITOMAP was just consulted as
one convenient information source out of many. But it seems that
most authors as well as reviewers would typically use MITOMAP
as their only Web resource, rather than in combination with other
search strategies. Claims of ‘‘novelty’’ of a mutation should thus
always be treated with caution. Once the mutation has been
published, a later rediscovery should no longer attach the label
‘‘novel’’ or ‘‘new’’ to the mutation, even when it occurs in a
different disease context for the first time. Therefore, the title of
the study by Sarzi et al. [2007] is misleading, despite the correct
citation of the earlier work of Kirby et al. [2004].
The traditional means of dealing with ‘‘novel mtDNA mutations’’ may even promote scientific malpractice, in that a

laboratory could succeed in publishing case studies by deliberately
suppressing information that was available in the laboratory and
public databases at the time but not yet present in MITOMAP
[Bandelt et al., 2008]. A focus of seeming ‘‘novelty’’ also bears the
risk of disregarding the information on known mutations seen in
patients. This is most unfortunate because the whole mtDNA
haplotype could matter and should be taken into consideration
inasmuch as one could envision a more complex interplay
between mutations in the phenotypic expression of a disease.
Haplotypes are classified according to haplogroup status, which
reflects their position in the mtDNA phylogeny. Note that the
nomenclature concerning haplogroups is constantly evolving by
refinement and modification of earlier nomenclature, as more and
more complete mtDNA sequences are becoming available for
phylogenetic comparison. Previous and novel information about
the classification of mtDNA lineages can also be retrieved from the
Web by searching a targeted geographic region or specific
haplogroup name [Bandelt et al., 2006b, 2008].
We would suggest the following simple guideline in querying the
status of an mtDNA variant. First, search the available Web resources
such as MITOMAP and mtDB for the presence of this variant.
Second, perform the absolutely minimum search strategy by
entering the targeted mutation plus a key word such as ‘‘mtDNA’’
into an Internet search engine, e.g., Google [Bandelt et al., 2006b].
Thereby all possible ways of denoting the mutation should be used
in the queries, following the strategies outlined above in the
examples from the literature. Third, classify the mtDNA lineage and
perform a phylogenetic analysis for all reported mtDNAs with the
queried mutation, taking our investigation of m.15287T4C as a
guide. It is strongly recommended that authors, reviewers, and
editors take a minute to perform such necessary searches. In view of
the immense number of novel mtDNA studies and data that are
being published every month, one should not expect that a single
database source can serve all the needs for the working medical
geneticist. Consequently, an understanding of available and
pertinent search strategies might be considered far more important
than any single reference database.
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